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Save the Queens

British Fight Repressive Gay Legislation
London- British Gay �ctivists
face the most serious ·threat to their
community in twenty years if, as
expected, the House of Commons
approves on third reading a law
which prohibits local governments
from funding materials or pro
grams which "promote homosexu
ality." The law, known in legisla
tive language as Clause 28, will
likely go into effect next month.
In a move echoing the Helms
amendment in this country, British

and autonomy of local govern
ments. Local governments in Bri
tian administer social services,
schools, youth groups, public
housing, and community health
services. In addition, they subsi
dize many theatres, cinemas, and
art galleries, and grant cafe, bar,
and club licenses. Because local
governments have such broad
powers under British law, Clause
28 creates a virtual gag order on
publicly-funded and authorized

Parliament seeks to squash any

Gay activity and cuhure.

neutral or positive presentation of
lhe power

teaching of the "acceptability of

Gay life by restricting

Clause 28 also outlaws the

homosexuality as a pretended fam
ily relationship," leaving public
school teachers with two options
- to cast Gay and Lesbian rela
tionships as "unacceptable" or to
suppress all references to homo
sexuality in their teaching. Teach
ers will likely be prohibited from
even answering students' direct
questions in a positive way or of
fering any advice or counseling to
Gay pupils.
"We regard Clause 28 as a sav
age attack on our rights of access to
information and freedom of asso

ciation," stated a press release by

Stop Clause 28. "Many supporters

more people have become engaged

of Clause 28 intend to use it as the

in the struggle." Saturday, June 25

first step toward recriminalization
of male homosexuality and, for the
first time, criminalization of Les
bian sexuality. Clause 28 is already
fueling anti-Gay and anti-Lesbian

River Ride
Tickets on Sale

ACT UP Formed in Nashville
Nashville - The frrst southern
chapter of ACT UP (AIDS Coali
tion To Unleash Power) has been

Believe it or not, it's that time of
year again - tickets for thel988
Annual Gay Pride River Ride are

formed in Nashville in the wake of

uled for Saturday, June 25 and will

-a candlelight rally on the steps of

on sale. The River Ride is sched
sail at 9:00 PM and return at mid
night.

a surge of enthusiasm for AIDS
related protest and activism.
ACT UP/Nashville's first event
the Capitol on March 26- brought

out 150 people to demand state
money for education and services.

The River Ride will culminate a
week of Gay Pride activities and
will again feature Joyce Cobb as

The demonstrators also called for
the restoration of anti-discrimina

entertainment The event has been
a virtual sell-out for the past six

tion laws offering job protections

years.

Governor

This year, as for the past two
years, the event has been booked on

signed a bill specifically designed
for allow employers to fire people

the Memphis Showboat which will
hold· about 600 passengers. It

serves as the major fundraising
event for the Memphis Gay Coali

tion and, among other services,
funds Gaze newspaper, the Gay
Switchboard, the annual Christmas
Potluck Dinner, GayRap, and other

special events. Tickets are avail
able by mail for $15 each (see
coupon on back page· of this edi

tion), at Star Search Video, 1264
Madison, or from MGC membe�.

Coalition members may receive a
$3 discount by purchasing their
tickets from a Coalition board
member.

for people with AIDS (PWA's).
McWherter

recently

with "infectious diseases, includ
ing AIDS."
The activists apparently took
their lead from New York's ACT
UP, members of which traveled to
Nashville to protest at a meeting of
the Presidential AIDS Commis
sion. The Commission was con
vened in Nashville at the request of
Colleen Conway Welch, a Com
mission

member and dean of

Vanderbilt's nursing schooL While
ACT UP acknowledged the recent

adoption of more progressive posi
tions on . various AIDS issues,
members of the Tennessee Gay and

LesbianAlliance (T-GALA), ACf

UP, and other groups denounced
the invitation of homophobic Rep.
William Dannemeyer (R-CA) to
the meeting.

·

About 25 protesters picketed
the Commission on March 17 to
decry Dannemeyer's support for
mandatory testing and reporting of
illY-seropositivity. Six of them
stormed the meeting and declared
to Dannemeyer, "We won't toler
ate your stupidity."
Gary Scoppettuolo, a Gay activ
ist involved in labor organizing and

violence, with the frrebombing of
the offices of the newspaper Capi

tal Gay."
But the Brits are fighting back!
Mass

demon strations

25. Said Jan Parker, an officer for
the Association of London authori
ties, "It's discouraging that we're
not going to win in terms of the law,
but we have succeeded in mobiliz
ing the biggest Gay rights move
ment ever in Britain. A hell of a lot

all our frustration and anger over
AIDS."
In a related development, there

are rumors that the governor may
disband his AIDS Task: Force after

its next meeting. Insiders indicate
that the composition of the group
and

its

recommendations -

mainly that the state spend money
for AIDS education and care - are

"too radical" for the administra

tion. Acitivists believe that homo
phobia and racism are preventing

Helms Amendment in this coun
try are landmarks of the backlash
against out movement's growing
strength," said Jeff Levi, executive
director of the Nation:il Gay and
Lesbian Task Force. "Particularly
because of the close ties between
the Reagan administration and the
Thatcher government, I urge U.S.
activists to make the leap across the
Atlantic and support the British
movement's fight against Clause
28.

in Casualties

ing up the pressure and making
AIDS an urgent issue in Nashville.

"Clause 28's institutionalizing

of homophobia in Britain and the

AIDS Tops Vietnam War

AIDS activism, said, "we're keep

Something's really happening with

were

planned in April 30, June 18 and

marks the nation's frrst Lesbian and
Gay Carnival Parade and F estival.

·

Washington - The federal Centers for Disease Control has
reported that the number of AIDS cases has exceeded the number
of casualties incurred in the Viet Narn War- over 58,000.
Tristino Palermo, a person with AIDS who was arrested last year
at the White House·said in the Bay Area Reporter, "It just angers me

that the war on AIDS has been so poorly fought. Our federal gov
ernment and Ronald Regan continue to deny that there is a major
problem."

According to Paul Boneberg, director of San Francisco's Mobi
lization against AIDS,. "When you look at the effort the United
States made to get in the war and then get out of the war in Vietnam
and compare it to the effort against AIDS, it shows you the
immorality of the nation as a whole."
Boneberg continued," It's more acceptable to have Gay men and
IV drug users die of AIDS than to have college students die in a war.

the state from seriously consider

You're seeing the people most at risk becoming more militant.just

to respond to the AIDS epidemic.

war)."

ing the consequences of its failure

as tbey did

in 1966 (when college students protested the Vietnam

AIDS Committee Deserves Your Support
by Allen Cook

•

In

the

two-and-a-half

years

since the Aid to End AIDS Com
mittee (A1EAC) was fonned in
Memphis,

the organization has

raised and spent almost $50,000 in
direct assistance to people with
AIDS and in public education.

ATEAC has an admirable track

record

and

come from grants, not from dona

or care for themselves.

deserves

community's support.

our

Among the achievements of the

organization:

propriation, or benefit gouging.

those who can afford to, pay; those
•

can call for competent, confidential
infonnation and counseling.
Establishment of peer support

relationship with city and county

Relief Fund which can provide the
to PWA's who find themselves

without the means to feed, house,

HIV -positive, and the families and

•

Establishment of an ongoing

government. Three members of the
A1EAC Board sit on Mayor Mor
ris' AIDS TaskForce-more than
any other single organization.
•

Establishment of an ongoing

ment - ATEAC has been the re
cipient of a $15,600 grant for 198788 and has been promised even
more for 1988-89. Three members

of the Board serve in the Tennessee
AIDS Coalition, an advisory group
to the state Dept. of Health and

38173-Q038. Phone (901) 454-1411

Environment.

(evenings).

Distributed over 20,000 "safer
sex kits" and condoms throughout
•

Gaze is non-profit and produced by
volunteers. We assume no liability for
claims made by advertisers. Appear
ance in this publication is not an indica
tion of sexual orientation or identity. We
welcome materials submitted by read
ers, but reseNe the right to edit or reject
such materials. Subscriptions are
available at $8 a year to cover mailing
costs. Gaze is published 11 times a
year by the Memphis Gay Coalition.

Co-Editors
Allen Cook - John Stilwell

Staff Writers
Carole Taylor· Bob Dumais

the city.
•

Distributed over 100,000 in

formational brochures.
Produced and distributedAIDS
•

Update quarterly through libraries,
bars, pharmacies, and health.care
clinics.
•

Provided a central clearing

house for information on AIDS,

PW A benefits, alternative treat
ments, etc.
•

In cooperation with other local

agencies and Gay groups, raised
thousands of dollars to help the
PWA needy.
And the amazing thing is that all
of these things have been done

Vincent Astor - Becky Caperton

completely and totally on a volun

John House

teer basis. At this writing, it is the

Typesettin g And Layout

only AIDS service organization in
Memphis which is federally tax
exempt.

Allen Cook - Bob Dumais
Cecil Mcleod - John Stilwell

Circulation
Cecil Mcleod - John Stilwell
Bob Dumais

A1EAC is about to move into a
new era. Like all non-profit, public
service

agencies

which

grow,

looking at all those up and coming

by "Memphis' Finest." It should

drag queens lip-synching

not matter that Big Mary was Gay

Dear Lloyd, David and Lee,

trash, that no real man would dare

but that a human being was taken

such. (I am not implying that I am

severe advantage of unjustifiably.

scending, for I, too, share your frus

such a "real man", for I do eat

trations with the Memphis Gay

Quiche.) Perhaps you may remem

The men and women in. "blue" are
supposed to protect all citizens and

·

Community (as does anyone who

ber the tune, I do believe it was

not just the ones they feel deserve

. called I Will Survive. My point is

it. I've written letters to the media,

But I cannot sympathize with your

that, in order to survive in this

the police dept. and other high

desire to be progressive, musically

"primitive," uninfonned commu

ranking officials in Memphis and

speaking, in a town whose radio

nity, teach us what we need to

although I don't expect to change

stations only spew forth Top 40

know, don't bitch at our ignorance.

the system or obtain any changes in
the treatment of Gays, at least I've

selections. (Until MTV produces a

Memphis is not New York, nor

new "highly requested" hit video.)

is it Atlanta, Detroit, or L.A., but

voiced my opinion of the callous,

I have seen Memphis' disco

we are a city of highly educable

nonchalant, interest in the handling

heyday in the early 70's, rocked

individuals, who are ready for a

of this outrageous situation. I feel

and "punked-out" through the 80's,

change. Perhaps your combined

every other member of the Gay

and during the last four years seen

knowledge of your chosen fields

community should pick up a pen

a revival of the early sound, thanks
.
to groups like Miami Sound Ma

will help you to tackle this from a

and do the very same thing. Mary

psychological approach, or maybe

Shaw is a human being and cer

chine, Swing-out Sister, and· Ma

you'll just all leave town disgusted.

tainly deserves better.

donna, to name a few. (Or accord

Time will tell.

ing to your own

Sincerely,

heartwarming

Thanks to the above influence.)

Matthew Presley

Mary, held at Barbara's on Sunday,

What sells is what we hear, over

Memphis

opinion,

No

repetition, and the psychology of
such.
Being a member of the "old
.timers" club, when I go into a bar,
usually on a once-a-week basis, the
music is all new to me. This tends
to discourage me from dancing to
the new sounds that all of you are
trying to encourage us .. to party
along with. Maybe the steady at
tendees

can grasp the repeated

melodies, but please don't assume
that since we can't dance to a par
ticular beat that it· is dislike for
change. It's just a helluva lot easier
to "shake and shimmy" to some
thing that we've heard before.
Bear with the bar crowd, and
they will produce the "fruit of your

level at which an all-volunteer staff
-can handle it. Next year's budget

follow the trend; but please don't

will include at least a half-time

Bob Dumais

casework load. The ATEAC Board
is considering an office space of
fered by a local church to better
consolidate its record keeping,
provide space for support groups,

and provide a space for volunteers
to work.
While all of this

will take

money, most of the money for

overhead and administration will

I

shoving the new at us, and we will
neglect the "old-timers" who can't
help but reminisce every time you
play

an

oldie-but-goodie

that

brings back a past love or a past age.
When I think about it, I remember
saying. that a flash-in-the-pan song
by Gloria Gaynor, way back in
1978, would never make it. As a

attended a emotional and

April 3rd.

and over again. It all boils {jown to

A1EAC has grown beyond the

person to help with the growing

that

has had to cater to its fickle nature).

labors." (No pun intended.) Keep

Advertising Manager

Copyright © 1988 by MGC. Reprint
permission on non-syndicated material
granted to Gay publications only pro
vided proper credit is given. Micro
filmed by Southern Gay Archives, Boca
Raton, FL. Gaze is the registered
trademark of the 'Memphis Gay Coali
tion. All rights reserved.

DJ Reply

of

I do not wish to seem conde

relationship with the state govern

Box 3038, Memphis, Tenr:tessee

when it comes to giving their

m a j ority

Establishment of a pennanent

Establishment of the Patient

. medicine and the necessities of life

People have a right to be cautious

by volunteers.

A

AIDS Switchboard where people

with the psychological pressures
the disease can bring on.

•

provide and they should be sup
ported.

who can't, don't.

all

across the United States.

money. ATEAC has an enviable
track record in the services they

[Allen Cook is a board member
and Secretary to the Aid to End
AIDS Committee.]

rent.

A1EAC's work will still be done

shelter for indigent PWA's -

been

used

contributions.

office

only- not for salaries and not for

•

friends ofPWA's to help them cope

and

charitable

Establishment of the region's
first (and to date, only) emergency

prevent the spread of AIDS among
reproduced

its

There always seem to be accusa
tions of mismanagement, misap

groups for PW A's, people who are

teenagers - materials which have

to

patient relief goes for that purpose

•

. educational materials designed to

always, any money donated for

"buddy!' program to enlist volun

The Gay community does not
have a good history when it comes

teer help for PW A's

Production and distribution of

•

tions from the community. As

Es.tabli.shment of a viable

benefit

for

Big

The total raised was

$6785.00 which went directly to

Big Mary:

Mary. Another successful benefit
was held at WKRB on Sunday,

We Love You
As most readers may know, Big
Mary was brutally attacked after
leaving Another Bar, located at
1351 Autumn, on the night of
March 28th. She sustained major
injuries to her arm and abdomen
area. Although Big Mary survived
this atrocious act, through sheer
guts and the grace of God, Big
Mary will forever carry the emo
tional scars of that one night.
There was no news report, nor
was there any newspaper account
of this vicious and unprovoked at
tack on a member of the Gay
Community. No police investiga
tion was instigated, other than the
initial report of the stabbing. But
yet we're supposed to be protected

April lOth, which raised $678.00
for Mary.

It was great to see so

much caring come from the Gay
community.

This is a person whose life was
nearly snuffed out by a crazed idiot.
While it may not be 0f interest to the
"other" citizens of Memphis, she is
our friend and we do care. To Big
"Strokin"' Mary, I'd like to say,
"You'll never walk alone."
Schuyler P. Dollahite
Memphis

Identical Twins?
Dear Esteemed Competitor,
"COPYCAT!"
Very truly yours,
Tommy Stewart

aat
� a.�
�®

' =x

�

Gaze welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
as short as possible and may be edited for length. Gaze
will not publish anonymous letters, although names will

matter of fact, the first time I heard

be withheld on request. Mail your letters to Gaze, Box

it at the bar, I sat down and just

3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038

listened, and I remember thinking,

The Aid to End AIDS Committee
and

Circuit Playhouse
present

BWMTToHost
Southeastern Conference
an

attendance at the Sunset Sym

nounced that the organization's

BWMT/Memphis

has

phony and the Memphis in May

Southeastern Network Conference

Festival.

will be held in Memphis May 2730.
According to organizers the
conference will include a work

Chuck Solomon:

A film by Marc Heustis & Wendy Dallas
An initimate portrait of one man, his community;
and their strength to live with AIDS

documentary which provides a model for compassionate
community response to the AIDS epidemic

co-chairs

of

invitation to all our chapter broth

chapter in Boston. The group will

all those individuals who have
come to an awareness of them
selves and the richness of sharing

. Traditional Memphis in May

love and growth with their fellow

events are being incorporated into

human beings to join us in this

the conference and will include

special event."

"Pot Luck Surprise" To Benefit
Gay Co�munity Center
A benefit pot luck dinner and

expected to bring apot luck dish for

semi-impromptu show will benefit

dinner. Tips to the performers will

the Memphis

Gay Community

all go to theMGCC fund. The event

Center(MGCC)FundonMay 16at

is being produced by David Wiley

WKRB. There will be no admis-

and

sian at the door, but patrons are

prises."

will feature "special sur

A...My.Name Is Alice

To Be Onstage at Playhouse
.

An award-winning, internationally acclaimed

Dillard,

ers throughout the country and to

A . .MyNamefsAlice, winner of

Living with AIDS

Ed

shop on racism conducted by Dr.

during the conference.

r::':,
�mingo£
AGE

and

BWMT/Memphis. "W e extend an

John E. Bush of the organization's
also view the filmB efore Stonewall

featuring

"This, we promise, will be the
best conference yet," saidJeffHall

the

1986-87 Memphis Theatre
·

The

Little

Theatre

of Theatre

Memphis. The play opens Thurs

Awards for Best Musical, will be

day, May 12, then runs Fridays

on stage at Circuit Playhouse, 170 5

through Sundays through June 1 1

Poplar from mid-May through the

with a closing matinee perform

middle of June. The musical, fea-

ance onSunday,June 12. For ticket

turing an all -female cast, is being

information, call the boxoffice at

presented as originally produced at

726-4656.

Art Contest & Auction
All works must be original

By Bill M. Tracer

rr'fie 9\{gmes Project
A film by David Thompson documenting the inaugural dis
play of the AIDS Quilt in Washington last October.

May 24-25

;..

8

PM

pieces or prints submitted by the

forward to with GayFest 88 is the

artist. All two-dimensional pieces

Art Contest and Auction. As an

must be either matted or framed,

artist myself, I would personally

and all three-dimentional pieces

like to challege any Gay artist read

must have a pedestal, stand, or be

ing this to enter some of your work

free-standing.
There is no entry fee. Number of

into this show.
Ribbons will be awarded in various

entries per artist will be subject to

categories, afterwhich there will be

the number of artists who respond

an art auction for those who would

and the space available.

like to sell some of their works.

If you are interested in entering

Circuit Playhouse

Each artist will have the option of

this or any of the GayFest 88 con

keeping all proceeds from the sales

tests, fill our the Official GayFest

1705 -Poplar Avenue

of his/ her work, or donating all or

88 Application Form on page 5 oif

Admission ·$6
($2

Among the many events to look

some portion to their favorite char

this issue, or call327-4145 and ask

ity or cause.

for Bill.

SUSAN MACKENZIE

of each admission benefits the Aid to End AIDS

Committee's Patient Relief Fund,

$2

benefits The Names

Attorney At Law

Project, and $2 goes to Circuit Playhouse for expenses a�d film

The pillow-Mcintyre House
707 Adams Avenue

rental.)

Memphis, TN 38105
(901) 525-8601
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National Coming Out Day Set for Oct. 11
Washington, D.C. - On Oct.
11, 1tundreds of thousands of Gay

jor national Gay organizations and

on your coming out continuum on

will enlist the active support of

Oct. 11. That next step could be

Anti-Gay Violence

men and women will participate in

more than 8000 local and state Gay

making a public statement, tetling a

a bold, new national campaign:

groups across the country.

friend, or simply acknowledging to

Bill Introduced

National Coming Out Day, '88:
Take Your Next Step.

an idea whose time has come,"

As part of the campaign count

declares Rob Eichberg, founder and

down, NGRA will seek endorse

Washington, D.C.- New leg

we address the problem of vio

islation introduced by Sen. John

lence against Gay Americans,"

Kerry (D-MA) mandates criminal

said Sen. Kerry in introducing the

penalties �gainst those who violate

bill. "Due to the AIDS epidemic,

the civil rights of Gay men and

violence against Gays and Lesbi

women through violence.

ans has now reached unprece

The Civil Rights Protection Act

dented proportions. This bill ad

of 1988, S. 2109, adds affectional

dresses the problems on the federal

or sexual orientation to the list of

level by setting jail terms for hate

protected categories under laws

crimes."

which provide criminal penalties

A recent study commissioned
by the National Institute of Justice,

for violence due to bigotry.
"Violence against Gays and

a branch of the U.S. Justice Dept.,

Lesbians has reached epidemic

concluded "homosexuals

proportions,

probably the most frequent vic

and

it

must

be.

are

stopped," said Vic Basile, execu

tims" of hate-motivated violence.

tive director of the Human Rights

The report suggested that exclud

Campaign Fund. "S. 2109 makes it

ing Gays from protection under

clear that Gay-bashing can lead to

hate

the slammer."

condones bias crimes against Gays

Sen. Alan Cranston (D-CA),
who joined Sen. Kerry and others,

crimes legislation "either

and Lesbians or suggests that it
does not exist."

has already introduced the Hate

Last year, Senators Cranston

Crimes Statistics Act (S.2000),

and Kerry, along with several of

which directs the U.S. Attorney

their colleagues, introduced the

General to collect and publish data

Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights Bill,

on crimes that manifest prejudice

to protect Gay men and women

based on race, religion, ethnicity,

from ·discrimination in housing,

or affectional or sexual orientation.

employment,

The new bill would give teeth'to

grams. The bill has been referred to

efforts to halt hate crimes.

the Senate Judiciary Committee.

and

federal pro

"In 1988 it is very important that

"This is a grassroots project
designed to include everyone in
our community. National Coming
Out Day will build individual selfesteem and commitment, energize
our communities, and increase our
national visibility and strength,"
said Jean O'Leary, Executive Director of National Gay Rights
Advocates, which will co-sponsor
the event with The Experience
Weekend.
National Coming Out Day is
jointly co-sponsored by all the rna-

BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER
An Interracial Gay Organization for All People ,

Statement of Purpose
Black and White Men Together of Memphis, Inc. is a Gay interracial
organization committed to fostering supportive environments
wherein racial and cultural barriers can be overcome and the goal of
human equality realized. To these ends, we engage in educational,
political, cuijural, and social activities as means of dealing with
racism, sexism, homophobia, and other inequities in our community

yourself you are Gay.

key spokesperson for The Experi

ments from celebrities, civil rights,

ence Weekend. "As last year's
March on Washington showed, this

professional, and education organi

is a community that is growing and

ness, and political leaders. The sup

thriving; we are determined to bring

port and active participation of

that spirit home - to show our

families and friends of Gays will be

zations as well as religious, busi

strength, our rich cultural diversity,

encouraged through a parallel me

and our boundless creativity and

dia campaign to reach the hetero

vitality - even in the face of the

sexual community.

AlpS epidemic."

The National Coming Out Day
Campaign will encourage every

For more information, write or
call NGRA at 8380 Santa Monica
Blvd., Suite 202, West Hollywood,

individual to "take your next step"

CA 90069 or call (213) 650-6200.

Bartholomew, director of the STD

infection, Waddington reasoned

AIDS Rates
Attention But
Other STD's

program of the LA County Health

that the danger to the cosmetologist

Dept.

was

"We've lost a lot of our trained

Rise

more

important

t han

Jasperson's civil rights.

people to AIDS programs," he said,

According to Jasperson's attor

referring to the only trained person

ney, activist lawyer Gloria Allred,

Los Angeles, CA - While

nel - public health nurses, field

"The issue is whether Jasperson is

county health depattments across

case workers, and public health

entitled to the same treatment as

the country are scraping up enough

investigators- capable of educat

everyone else or whether he should

money to deal with AIDS educa

ing those segments of the popula

be shunned, excluded, and treated

tion and testing, other sexually

tion most likely to be infected by

like a leper.

transmitted diseases (STD's) are

STD's.

·"AIDS has a one percent infec

growing at alarming rates in major

Studies show that minorities are

cities, public officials say. During

more heavily infected and account

hepatitis B has a 30% infection rate

the last year the rates of both syphi

for many of the cases that have

and is potentially just as danger-

lis and gonorrhea have skyrock

fueled the dramatic rise in statistics.

ous."

eted in Tennessee and Memphis in

memphis·

"A national Coming Out Day is

particular. Officials are especially
concerned because this seems to
indicate that safer sex guidelines
are being ignored.
Statisticians for the national

Doctors, nurses, and health pro

AIDS Discrimina
tion Case Lost
West Hallwood, CA- A Gay

Centers for Disease Control who

man who sued a West Hollywood

are currently preparing a report on

nail salon for refusing him service

the number of people believed

because he had AIDS recently lost

infected with reportable venereal

his case. Los Angeles Superior

diseases say preliminary figures

CourtJudgeLawrence Waddington

suggest growing clusters in big

said Paul Jasperson has no ground

cities. Memphis has consistently

for suing the salon. The salon had

ranked in the top ten cities in case

cancelled his appointment in July

of STD's for the last 6 or 7 years.
"The problem is big and getting
bigger,"

said

Robert

tion rate," said Allred, "whereas

1986 when an employee found out
he had AIDS.
As long as there is a chance of

fessionals are urged to wear gloves
if there is any transfer of bodily
fluids during the treaunent of a per
son with AIDS. Cosmetologists are
not currently required to wear pro
tective clothing."

LA Pride Parade
To Be Broadcast
West Hollywood, CA- This
year's Los Angeles Gay & Lesbian
Pride Parade will be broadcast na
tionally live via satellite, according
to Christopher

Street

West/Los

Angeles (CS/LA).

and in our lives.

Arrangements are being made to

This Month
Southeastern Network Conference
A Special Time To Be With A Special

Group of People
Memorial Day Weekend May 27, 28, 29, 30

ME:MPH-IS
CE:NTE:R FOR
RE:PRODUCTI\J€
H-E:AlTH-

Keynote Speaker: John E. Bush

BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41772, Memphis, TN
38174-1773.

cable TV companies via satellite.
Local cable operators will then
. decide whether and when to broad
cast the parade. According to Gary:.
Jonker, President of CS/LA, "This·.
is an opportunity for people who
might never see a Gay & Lesbian

Boston Chapter, BWMT

For details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Mark (2787092), Joe (274-6280), Irwin (726-1461) or write

make the live program available to

parade in person to experience the

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering a A Full Range Of Gynecological Care

·

pride and diversity offered by the '.
Gay community."
The parade will be on Sunday,
June 26, starting at 2:30 pm and is

1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

�

part of the LA Gay & Lesbian Pride
Celebration that includes two full
days of entertainment, crafts, food,
and fun.

. .

. )

Tests ordered for Kowalski
Duluth,

:MN -

A judge has

ordered that Sharon Kowalski, a
lesbian severely injured in a 1983
accident, be formally tested for
competency.

Judge

R obert

Campbell ruled in February that
Kowalski's newly appointed attor
ney should consult with Duluth
area physicians to select a site for
testing. The ruling means that
Kowalski will be tested for the first
time since a court order 3 years ago

which appointed her father as her
legal guardian - an order which
required him to have her tested
annually.

The request for testing had been

made .by attorneys for Karen Th

ompson, Kowalski's lover, who
·has been fighting Kowalski's par
ents for the right to se.e and care for

About 30 activists from all over
the country gathered Feb. 27 in
Minneapolis to plan a nationally
organized plan to "free Sharon
Kowlaski." The group plans a
"Sharon Kowalski Day," August 7
(her 32nd birthday).
In other news about the case, the
CBS news program West 57th is
continuing to film in preparation
for a segment on the case to be aired
in the fall. Jesse Jackson recently
released a statement in support of
Karen Thompson as well as an is
sue brief on Gay rights which refers
to the case.

Thompson and her attorney said
judge on the case. Toni Pomerene,
Thompson's attorney, told national
activists

supporting

Thompson

that she believes Campbell intends
to proceed with great care and de
liberation, so that his ruling in the
case will be credible and durable.
Campbell's ruling will be watched
by Gay legal advocates across the
country since they may have impli

cations for other Gay men and

women whose partners are dis

abled.

laboratories no longer would be
required to maintain names and
identification of most people test
ing for AIDS.
The names and identification of
Medicare recipients (the elderly
and disabled) still must be kept be
cause of the government's billing
system; but under the proposed
rules, such records for Medicaid
recipients (the poor) can be kept in
different ways, Roper said.
According to The Montrose
Voice, Roper said the proposed
changes are meant to strengthen
protection for confidentiality of
AIDS test results and encourage

For other information about the

testing for those at high risk for the

contact Dan Lee, 3829 Park So.,

For Medicaid recipients, regu

case or to donate to the legal fund,
Minneapolis,
824-2051..

:MN

55407, (612)

disease.
lations would be amended to allow
states to be flexible in ensuring
anonymity and maintain the integ

Kowalski since the accident.
they are pleased to have a new

that under the regulatory changes,

Rule Change
Assures More
Confidentiality
The Health and Human Serv

rity of the payment process.
But laboratories must still pro
vide names and other identifica

Medicare program, Roper said.
tee recommends that anyone want

protections for confidentiality of

ing to be tests for the AIDS virus

AIDS test results and encourage

use

Financing

Administration, said

Gay Frat

nation laws would prevent auto

By the way, California discrimi
matic rejection of any straight men

Recognized

for membership.

at UCLA
Los Angeles- A fraternity for
Gay men has been approved by the

University of California at Los

Angeles.. In March the university
approved

wome
. n.

a

sorority

for

Gay

The Associated Press reports
the 11-member Delta Lambda Phi
fraternity was recognized March
31.

Acording to Jason Howe, presi
dent of the fraternity, "Gay people
need a lot of support in their college

years. They are trying to come to

records will be protected by the

regulations that will strengthen

of the department's Health Care

funds.

reer. But they also have to come to

tested for AIDS. Confidentiality of

the

Memphis

and

Shelby

County Health Dept. The tests are
done l>y

appointment and

not

through the regular VD clinic. A
person need not give his/her real

school's name, meet on campus,
and apply for student activities

appointments, call 576-7714.

grips with growing up, getting

The Aid to End AIDS Commit

William Roper, administrator

obtain the results of the testing. For

tions of Medicare patients who are

ices Dept. has proposed changes to

people to be tested for the disease.

name and must return in person to

through college, and getting a ca
grips with their sexuality."

The fraternity is encouraging

socializing outside of the bar envi

ronment and its negative emphasis
on alcohol and drugs, according to
fraternity advisor Chris William
son.

Official

recognition

means

Delta Lambda Phi can use the

______

Information
Counseling
Referrals

Memphis Gay
Switchboard
324-GAYS

7:30 ·11:30 PM Every Day

I would be interested in helping in some way, please contact

me and let me know what I can do.
Name:
______

I would be interested in �elping in the ways listed below:

Contact Phone:
Mailing Address:
Please check what you are interested in and someone will be in contact with you:

______

Booth

_____

_____

____

-----'-- Art

lnfomation
Game
Re.tail

Contest

_____ Baking

Contest

______:__Leather Show

_____

Drag Contest

Please clip and mail this form to:
GayFest88
Memphis Gay Coalition
P.O. Box 0
3 8
3
Memphis, TN 8
3 173
Or give it to any member of the Gay Pride Committee.

Rose are being forced out of their movement in San Francisco.

murder...

Lessons in Murder is a taut,

apartment after twenty-one years. At

compelling erotic tale of jealousy

the same time Owen must come to

_

terms with his own latent homosexu

and murder. Australian writer

Lessons in

by Penny Hayes

The time is the gold rush days in
New Mexico Territory. Embittered
avenge the racist lynching of her
Anglo husband and the loss of the
ranch they had built together.
Accompanied by three male
companions, she ruthlessly ex
tracts her revenge in a series of
stagecoach robberies. Then a gang
member is critically wounded dur
ing a bank holdup, and Margarita is
forced to take Julia Blake hostage,
bringing her back to the gang's
camp.
more Margarita's

life

undergoes drastic changes. Amid a
growing attachment to Julia Blake,
she discovers the unthinkable: a
sexual

attachment

to

another

woman.
The author of The Long Trail
gives us another fascinating tale
filled with authentic and colorful
detail of mining towns and gold
dust fever and every day western
life - and of how women with
independent minds lived in the old
west.

what happens when we know too

Language

On a hot summer day at Bell

whether High School in Sydney,
Australia, teacher Bill Pagett lies
murdered, the hole in his head
by a Black and Decker Drill.
Detective Inspector Carol Ash
ton investigates, bringing with her
a formidable reputation for compe
tence. She soon uncovers tangled
relationships and motives for mur
der among the six teaching staff,
along with a maze of malicious
anonymous letters and threatening
phone calls. And then there is yet
another corpse.
Carol's investigation is further
complicated by the flashfrre attrac
tion between herself and prime
suspect Sybil Quade. Carol fights
her desire, knowing its potential to
compromise her investigation. Nor
does Sybil welcome an "unnatural"
obsession with the alluring woman
who is inexorably gathering the
evidence to convict her of multiple

much.

of Cranes

A time of reckoning for three
lives in New York City: When

alizes it's time to tell his parents
parents may not be ready for this;

_

promising academic and now di
rector of admission at a private

-

As [J1-' Afiter SeX
St. Martin's Press, $7.95
In SanFrancisco,that most seductive of cities, Robert ar1d Julian come
together in a passionate affair-only
to find that differing dreams and

father,

gay Womens Socia{ (jroup
Movie and Pizza Night
Saturday, May 21st - BPM

expectations are carrying the� along

an ever-darkening path to violence.

The Mayor of
Castro Street

Shop Hours
12N- 8PM
Tuesdays - Saturdays
(Closed Sundays & Mondays)

_

The Darker
Pro0J
·

by Edmund White and Adam
Mars-Jones
New American Library
A collection of seven short
stories revolving around how
AIDS touches the lives of all the

lovers. What acclaimed Ameri

mate tests as human beings and
can novelist Edmund White and
British writer Adam Mars-Jones
have done is use the full-power of

F:rom the Author of And the Band

Played On, a no-holds-barred char
acter study and a history of the Gay

A

Complete
Leather
Shop

expert.

Times of Harvey

St. Martin's Press, $10.95

Women's Films
For more information
iiilii
"
;;.
Call Susan (377-7312) or Carol (324-6949�) lllir;;;
$1 donation at the door

enlightens. A must for the Gay

The Life and

by Randy Shilts

for an Evening of

compilation

characters and provides their ulti

Milk

Come and Join Us

titillating

entertains, informs, amuses, and
and Lesbian historian or trivia

by Joseph Tochia

afternoons in Gay pornographic
Philip's

if

0

Lists

This

school for boys, spends his Sunday

Owen, is terrified because he and

The Gay B00k

readable.

they face serious changes in their

know that her husband, once a

can so compellingly get into the
Gay male psyche.

the AIDS epidemic, read this fasciby Leigh Rutledge
nating chronicle of the AIDS epiAlyson Publications, $6.95
demic. It's compelling and very

who he is and how he lives. His

editor whose eyes are trained not to

by Randy Shilts

political background surrounding

York's downtown Gay life, he re

miss anything. But she does not

eral years, this classic best-sell

St. Martin's Press, $24.95

want to really get incensed about the

highly charged world of New

Philip's mother,Rose, is a copy

in 1974, but out of print for sev

It's amazing that a female writer

AIDS: What went wrong?If you

man who introduces him to the

won lives.

If you've been out for more
than a year and haven't read this

/

Phillip falls in love with Eliot, a

houses.

New American Library, $7.95

ing Gay novel is available again.

Played On

Bantam Books, $8.95

movie

by Patricia Nell Warren

one, put it on your list. Published

And the Band

by David Leavitt

accomplished with neat efficiency

Front runner

neath the surface of our lives. And

The Lost

Naiad Press, $8.95

·

This is a novel about what we miss
- or choose not to see - just be

by Claire McNab

Margarita Sanchez has sworn to

confession.

auspicious debut.

Murder

Naiad Press, $8.95

Once

ality... as well as his son's startling

Carol McNab makes a stylish and

Yellowthroat

The

th�ir story-telling art and intense
depth of their concern to create
fiction that brings into inescap
able focus how the spreading
epidemic affects so many people
in so many different ways.

852 S. COOPER ST.
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(MIDTOWN BETWEEN CENTRAL

&

YOUNG)

Trade & Sell Paperbacks

·

Open 10-5
Closed Sunday

278-9546

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

MEMPHIS' ONLY
24 HouR
GAY BAR

.) •.} •

!

HOME OF THE
ORIGINAL
BREAKFAST CLUB

·

AfTER HOURS

I

t

111

1268 Madison Avenue
901-725-1909

(Every Da�
Happy Hour Daily - Noon - 7PM • Bottled Beer 85¢ • Draught and Set-ups 50¢
I

•64 oz Pitcher $2. 75•

(Monday�
Trixie Tunderpussy & Her Male Strip Revue
Beer Bust a-Midnight- Show 9:30 Midnight • Door Cover $2.00
-

(Tuesdays)
Your Special bartender, Trixie Thunderpussy
featuring her special new drink "Trixie's Thunder Juice" $1.25
7- Midnight

(Wednesdays)
$ 1 Beer Bust 8- Midnight

(Fridays)
Trixie Tunderpussy & Her Male Strip Revue
Beer Bust a-Midnight- Show 10:30- 12:30
Door Cover $3.00

·c Saturdays)
Ron spin_ning records for Dancing & Listening Enjoy111ent
10:00 PM- Until
Famous Breakfast Club Show at 3:30AM
Host Dee Dee Whitaker- No Cover

(Sundays)
3:09- 10:00 - 10¢ Draught

-

-
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SALU1

G•
287 s
Mondays
GDI Club Room Opens 4pm
Happy Hour 4-9
Dance Floor Opens 8pm

.

.

. New Age Music Night - DJ Tony

·$1

Cover

All Bartenders and Waitresses
Get Half Price Drinks All Night

T�esdays
GDI Club Room Opens 4pm

Wednesdays

Happy Hour All Night

GDI Club Room Open,

No Cover

Happy Hour All Night
Dance Floor Opens 81
Talent Night

SHOW COORDINATOR - HOLLY BROWN

$50

SHOW DIRECTOR - SUMMER HOLIDAY

Show at llpm

$4

to the W inner

Cover

Vale
Secured parking on Third
(Get $1 off Cover Char�
Except during

Overflow parking

IJTE ENGLAND WITH US AT

D•I On the River
South Front St

•

526-1038

Thursdays
Sundays

GDI Club Room Opens 4pm
Happy Hour 4-9
Dance Floor Opens IOpm
$2 Cover
"Girlfriend" Band Appearing May lOth .

ri ays &
pens 4pm
lght
s8pm
r

GDI Club Room Opens 4pm
Happy Hour 4-9
·Dance Floor Opens Spm

Open for Brunch at 12 Noon
Champagne Brunch
on the Terrace
GDI Clubroom Opens at 4pm
Happy Hour 2-7pm
Dance Floor Open� at 7pm
Happy Hour 7-lOpm
Show at llpm
$3 Cover

_

Show at 12 Midnight
$5 Cover
During Special Memphis in May Events
The Club Room and Terrace will open at I lam

V'alet Parking Available
bird Floor of Beale Street Landing Parking Garage
Charge with Parking Card Presented at the Door
uing Special Memphis in May Events)

king available at 390 South Front St.

gling or bulljling sensation in the

[Because AIDS has been so
prominent in the news concerning
our community, the incidence of
other sexually transmitted diseases
(STD's) seems to have taken a
backseat. Beginning this month,
Gaze will run a series of articles
produced by the National Insti�
tuteof Allergy and Infectious Dis
eases. These articles will include
an overview of STD's, as well as
specific articles on chlaymidial
infections, gonorrhea, genital
warts, genital herpes, pelvic in
flammatory disease, syphilis, and
others.]

may recur fr0m time to time. The

virus causes several types of can

detection, and control, syphilis is

Sexually transmitted diseases,

also called venereal diseases, are
among the most common infec

treated - is the first step toward

•

Some SID's can cause pelvic

inflammatory

disease

(PID), a

major cause of both infertility and

·

ectopic pregnancy.
•

STD infections may also be

day ensure that STD's, like many
other infectious diseases, no long
pose serious threats to health.

What are some of these basic

facts? It is important to understand

at least five key points about all
SID's in this country today.
1. STD's affect men and women
of all backgrounds and economic
levels. They are, however, most
prevalent among teenagers and

young adults. Nearly one-third of

all cases involve. teenagers.
2. The incidence of STD's is

rising, in part because in the last
few decades, young people have

become sexually active earlier;

sexually active people today are

more likely to have more than one

sex partner or to change partners

frequently. Anyone who has sexual
relations is potentially at risk for
developing STD's.

3. Many STD's initially cause

no symptoms. When symptoms

develop, they may be confused
with those of other diseases not
transmitted through sexual contact.
However, even when

an ·siD

. =

�

-

�

The classic first symptoms is the

of gonorrhea occur each year in

chancre, a painless open sore,that

this country. The most common
symptoms of gonorrhea are a dis

skin warts. Genital warts usually

Historically, penicillin has been

bumps in the 'vaginal area, on the

cillin-resistant fortns of the bacte

usually appears on the penis or in

the vagina. If untreated, syphilis
may go on to more advanced stages

to the virus that causes common

and painful or difficult urination.

- the full courses of the disease

first appear as; small, hard painless

used to treat gonorrhea, but peni

the drug most commonly used drug

can take years. Penicillin remains

to treat syphilis.

ria have recently appeared. Other

• 0 · · · : · ::··.1··
: -·· : · . �--------------------�
--�------�------����
��

now reqmre higher doses or newer
types of antibiotics. The most seri
ous STD for which no effective
treatment or cure now exists is
AIDS, a 'fatal viral infection of the

will present columns on each of

well as for vaccines that will one

tected because they are very mild.

Between 1.5and2million cases

gonococci, have become resistant

series of fact sheets about STD's to

and more effective treatments, as

Gonorrhea

cases reported in 1986. The first

symptoms of syphilis may go unde

treated effectively. Some organ

the most commonSTD's in the U.S.

ing for better methods of diagnosis

·

ing problem with nearly 70:;000

5. When diagnosed and treated

ational

tors supported by NIAID are look

removed by surgery.

now far less common than it once
was. It remains a serious and grow

and other cancers.

(NIAID), a part of the

provide some of this important
information. Research investiga

to the skin) or by freezing. If the
warts are· very large, they may be

Thanks to better methods of

·
. ... . .

by a virus associated with cervical

immune system.

Institutes of Health, has prepared a

cer. Genital warts are generally
treated with a topical drug (applied

charge from the vagina or penis

'

One SID, genital w,arts, is caused

year. Scientists believe that the

nata) are cau

penis, or aroQnd the anus; if un-

associated with cervical cancer.

preventi on. The National Institute

of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

�
�d by a virus related

real warts, or ondylomata acumi

men.

to the drugs used to treat them and

symptoms, and how they can be

I

Genital waits (also called vene-

more frequent for women than for

country each year.

they are spread, their common

Genital warts

STD's tend to be more severe and

isms, such as certain forms of

Understanding the basic facts

symptoms but does not eliminate
the herpes virUs from the body.

4. Health problems caused by

tified, and they affect more than 10

about STD's- the ways in which

by prescription; it helps control the

periodic testing for people who

early, almost all STD's can be

million men and women in this

tal herpes is riow treated with acy
clovir, an an�viral drug available

have more than one sex partner.

tious diseases in the U.S. today. At
least20 STD's have now been iden

�

as severe as the first episode. Geni

why many doctors recommend

of

Syphilis

recurring epi odes are usually not

disease on to a sex partner. That is

resistant strains.

combinations

up to 3 million Americans each

�

is infected may be able to pass the

appearance. Genital warts infect

or

drugs must be used to treat these

within 2 to J weeks, but the virus

remains in th body and the lesian

causes no symptoms, a person who

antibiotics

velop a fleshy, cauliflower-like

The herpes sores usually disappear

An Introduction to STD's

treated, they may grow and de

legs, buttocks, or genital region.

A brief description follows of

today. In the 'coming months, we
these as well as others.

Chlamydial infections

These infections are now the

most common of all STD's, with an

estimated 3 to 4 million new cases
occurring each year. Chlamydia!
infections often have no symptoms
and are diagnosed only when com

plications develop. In men, ch
lamydiae can infect the urinary
tract; in women, untreated ch
lamydia! infection may lead to
PID.Many people with chlamydial
infection have few or no symptoms
at the early stage of the infection;

·

when symptoms develop, they may
include itching or burning (espe
cially during urination), a dis
charge from the vagina or penis,

and pain in the abdomen (women)

or testicles (men). Once diagnosed,

chlamydia] infections are treated
with an antibiotic drug such as ter
tracycline.

Gentital herpes

Gennital herpes is a recurrent

••

viral disease that affects an esti

mated 30 million Americans. Ap

proximately 500,000 new cases of
this incurable infection develop
annually. The major symptoms of

herpes infection are painful blisters
or open sores in the genital·area.
These may be preceded by a tin-

- .
� . . - - - - .
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A Benefit for a Gay Community Center
Admission: One covered dish
Cash Bar
All 'tips will be donated to the Building Fund
For this benefit,
. enter through the front doors on Madison

From the People Who Bring You the Miss River City Pageant

M&M Productions®
In Cooperation with

Ray's Rockhouse
presents

The First Annual

1988 ..... 10:00 P.M.
Beer Bust 8-11 P.M .
$4.00 Cover

May 26,

Special Guests To Include
Miss River City

1988

Heddie McDaniel
Mr. Tennessee

1986

Montana
T he Rockhouse's
Show Director
Melissa Mason

Over

$800.00 In Cash And

Prizes

(based on 8 contestants)

Categories to Include
Storybook Presentation
Evening Gown
Question and Answer
Contemporary Fashion - Sportswear
Talent
No R�served Seating
So Be T here Early

bedecked Lady Rae. Your corre

We have, once again, trod dili
gently the alleys and byways of
ouah fayah,city to bring you-the
dirt. Our social engagements are

definitely on the upswing, though,
as we have stated, we are but one

galed by valet parking, reserved
parking, special events, tasty food,

Now, they

ises of bigger and better things.

we didn't make it, sorry, we will

Class. How long was it before a

Of course, what this all means is

FEMALE IMPERSONATOR OF

How many people in that room

10 pounds.

THE YEAR, on May 22nd. Busi

tory was present? There were even
a large percentage of the attendees
in suits.

impressed.

As we stated, we were

We cannot say too many times

When whole rooms are bathed in

much to be nice. To be fair, we do

bar lights at Ray's or the beauti

produced pageant, as we under

Marie!

special effects(such as the chasing

Tupperware

party?

FINE DINING UPON
VERBIAGE DEPARTMENT
Yes,

dear,

we

a ttended

George's on the River's gala open

fully lit walls at GDI-with no mir

ror ball in sight!) and care is taken

to provide a place specifically for

CO!lversation.

When Big doesn't

Mayumfiyus,

freshing to go into a Gay bar and be

possibly be finally taking place in
the

advent of CLASS.

long-awaited
·

It seems to moi that the main
p"oint of competition between our

shiny new places to come-boys

one in a former church). It is so re
in a place nice enough to be an

Anybody bar.

We were so impressed by the
new George's and the quality of

let' s-all-be-Gay-boys is Class. We

Holly Brown's show that we nearly

sorts of artistically arranged food.

been years, benefits and benefits

have seen a buffet groaning with all

neither amusing nor intelligent; we

ners being tied together(?). After

stand their production quality is

reason there might be.

couple applied for their Arthur and

also very high.

As it stands, we

may even begin to go out more
often.

And if some faggot, who

care not who it is nor what flimsy

lapsed into first person. It had truly

these or any bar,

supposedly for

should happen is for names, ad

here in print. The most that should
happen is unprintable.

We will climb down from our

soapbox now.

All right, all right, Frank-
Phoenix it is.

RUMOUR MILL
DEPARTMENT
We understand, from the lips of

all, this is a leather-levi club. One
Katherine Murray certificate after

absolutely clearing the floor of

Another benefit for the fledg

ling Gay Community Center Proj

entitled "Pot Luck Surprise". This

tain syndrome which may just

Step contest complicated by part

plan to attend the next big M&M

dresses, and affiliations to tum up

gogue-many; yes, there was even

evening. A highlight was a Two

This is

bers the disco in a former syna

comparison from moi.

garage--everyone; who remem

affair which turned out to be a fun

services, which should be busy

competition's sake, the least that

house. No, dear, do no·t expect a

atJ-WAG'S was a Western themed

elsewhere, covering multiple false

that there will be a Pot-Luck dinner

conversion are everywhere (who

The recent WINGS Club Night

ing footsie with the 911 emergency

number and keeping emergency

remembers the disco in a former

. necessarily mean that the signs of

have smelled.

some queen or other has been play

alarms on Front Street.

MEMPHIS

ness is alive and well, it appears,

downtown, we understand that

ever it is, busts up the toilets in

ing. Yes, dear, we also attended the

We did, however, observe a cer

how mahvelous it feels to attend a

Gay bar in Memphis which tries so

Pageant,

contrary to certain rumours we

While we are on the subject of

ect is scheduled for Monday, May

grand opening of Ray's Rock

will

TIONS

to

another

ROCKHOUSE

beanpole with chaps) has GAINED

non-beer drinker, like moi, could
get a Rusty Nail at any Gay bar?

R AY'S

host the next M&M PRODUC

Oh dear Gussie Marie! David
Bulliner (Shelby County's only

have to invent something . Would
you believe we were even invited

May. Details may be found else

were both celebrating the opening

realized how much Memphis his

The mind boggles.

tire Cotton Carnival full of same. If

to court and to jail to win the battle

against harassment.

late hours, males, females (of the

TOQ(you figure it out) not an en

where.

for this new undertaking.

of a new Class Gay establishment.

RG and FI persuasions), and prom

Ann Landers test with no boobs)

the time both of these people went

liquor available, first class produc

tion entertainment, early hours,

Club Night at the PIPELINE in

nix or Penny test(kind of like the

photographs and articles written at

by Lady A.
·
Shoes or no shoes, duty calleth.

We shall prepare the Lady A. Phoe

spondenta has actually seen the

other contestants.

16, 7:30, at WKRB. It differs in

followed by entertainment.

And someone

else won!
A POOL PARTY will take

place at the PIPELINE beginning

It is

at 12 noon on May 7. We are given
to understand that the PIPETTES

comes to you courtesy of those, or

some of those, who brought you the

will be present but controversy

rages over who will get to play

Gay-Ho shows.

Esther Williams. This is pool as in
WET, not as in cue.

Sprung Flung has folded its
dainty petals and gone to slumber

J-WAGS will begin PATIO

land. Is Memphis ready for a nice

COOKOUTS in May every Sun

dinner-dance sort of event or not?

We shall discover these things the

day afternoon beginning at 5 PM.

next time the subject comes up.

The patio has been newly lighted

We have heard sound systems that

ago, that we had seen such produc-

Jackie Wilson himself, that Back

Meanwhile, the special surprise we

and will be completely renovated.

which was so fine that the loudness

ments conversation in the DJ booth

He tells moi that the location will

anywhere, even at a benefit at

THUNDERPUSSY will be tend

in conversing. We have been re-

across the room was a splendidly

size and style belongs in midtown.

to moi.

nights, serving a new alcoholic

were of the highest quality, one of
was apparent only by the difficulty

Lion numbers.

After a few mo-

with Melina, she looked out, and

street will move rather than close.

be in midtown because a bar of its

COMING EVENTS

rumoured last month could tum up
WKRB on May 16. Sounds murky

concoction dedicated to her own

self.

for

the CONDUCTORS'

traveling again to St. Louis for the
"Lucky

13" anniversary of the

BLUE MAX club there.

DOUGURYSON
Guest D.J.

MAY 7 Sat.
.2nd ANNUAL BEACH
and SEAROOO FEST

BACKSTREET

has

A TSARUS Club Event

door prizes an d games
NINE
starts a t
•

I
n
e

MAY 28 &29th.
TWO DAY CANOE lRIP
SEE PIN-UP BOARD AND BAR POSTERS FOR MORE INFinRIIiiATIONI

WOMEN'S
·

DUO

regularly

on

Thursday nights and also plans a

special show for Sunday, May 1.
GEORGE'S will begin opening
at 11 AM on Fridays, Saturdays

and Sundays during Memphis in
inaugu

rated after-hours hours on Friday

May events. The new TERRACE

faces the river and will probably

and Saturday "until it's light," as it

have an enviable view of any

was expressed in our hearing.

stratospheric

Entertainment is provided at 3:30

works, doughbrain).

AM. TEMPORARY QUARTERS

has set out on its journey to the

MAY 21st
MILITARY NIGHT

BARBARA'S features a live

WOMEN OF LEATHER has
hit the road. They hosted a cocktail

recent run in Nashville and will be

MAY!

ing bar her own self on Tuesday

WOMAN ON THE STREET
DEPARTMENT

party

APRIL 30

We also hear that HRH TRIXIE

Elephants' Graveyard.

pageantry (fire

ANOTHER BAR will continue

its ·out-of-town MALE REVUES
in May.

The battle rages on! WKRB has
challenged the PIPELINE to a new

Dear Jane Addams,

The recent dual pool tournament

them homes before 12 AM, We

contest on the SOFI'BALL field.

was won by the PIPELINE by

6

points. The women of WKRB say
that they will beat this yet, but soft
ball will open up. a whole new can
of �orms. Gay athletics appear to
mdi to be on a definite upswing.
TSARUS, grown recently in
membership, will

host another

Next time you take in kittens, fmd

dislike confessional work after 2 in
the morning.
Ta, ta, Lady A.

What is the Truly Christian
Reponse to AIDS?
Our first meeting, June 1st,

by Bill M. Tracer

(Fact vs. Rumors) will address

The answer to this and other re

what is currently known of this

lated questions will be the topic of

disease, what it is, and what it isn't.

a special Bible study and workshop
to be held at Agape New Life

An authoritative guest speaker will

Church beginning on Wednesday,

present what is known to be true
and what is known to be false about

June 1 at 7:30 pm.

AIDS.

In this study, we will explore

But the study will not stop there.

issues ranging from facts vs. ru

In our second meeting, one week

mors, responding with love and
compassion vs. ostracizing, deal

later, we will discuss how the

ing with "why?," eliminating un

showing of love and compassion is

necessary guilt, and finding hope

the only true Christian response to

in life.

someone with AIDS. To shun
someone because they have AIDS

Among other topics, the concept
of AIDS being God's punishment

is the coward's reaction,

and i�

on homosexuals will be dealt with

must never be the reaction of one

and shown to be completely erro

truly seeking the Christ-like path.

neous. AIDS is not a judgement

Continuing every Wednesday

sent down to earth from God as a

night throughout the month start

way to wipe out homosexuals. It is

ing at 7:30 pm, we will

nothing of the sort. Rather, our

various aspects of this topic. If you

study will focus on AIDS as a

are interested in learning how you

consequence of unwise (unsafe!)

can respond in the most Christian

behavior.

of ways to someone exposed to

discuss

This study will be scripturally

AIDS or if you are either HIV+or

based and cross referenced with

a PW A and searching for your own

current, available information re

proper perspective, then make a

garding the psychological, socio

point to call 327-4145 for more in

logical, and physiological impact

formation on these workshops.

of AIDS.

Methodists Debating
Homosexuality at Conference
St. Louis, MO - A sumce on

hibits

homosexuality is one of the top

"self-avowed,

homosexuals"

issues facing the delegates to the

from

practicing
becoming

ministers or agency officials in the

General Conference of the United

Church.

Methodist Church (UMC) - the
nation's second largest Protestant

•

ences to the practice of homosexu
ality as incompatible with Chris

ference.

The policy paper's recom

taken a small step toward confront

·

Catholics for a Free Choice is

mendations include a

call for

the facts that Lesbians and Gay

Catholic

such

as

that supports the right to legal re

men have legitimate civil rights,"

schools and hospitals, to keep per

productive health care especially

according to Frances Kissling,

sons with AIDS employed or in

family planning and abortion. It

president of Catholics for a Free

school as long as possible.

ing AIDS, but have yet to address

institutions,

·

Choice. Kissling made the state

Cardinal John O'Conner of

ment in the latest issue of Con

New York led the conservative

a national educational organization

also works to reduce the incidence
of

abortion

and

to

increase

women's choices in childbearing

science, the bimonthly newsjour

bishops' attack in a public criticism

and child-rearing through advo

nal of the organization.

of the policy paper in the New York

cacy of social and economic pro

Times. O'Conner, whose remarks

grams for women, families, and

and the U.S. bishops examines the

are included in Conscience, has

children.

U.S. Catholic Conference adminis

called the policy paper "a grave

For more information or cop

trative board's recent 7,700-word

mistake" and declared that he

ies of the issue, call Janice Highes

document on AIDS policy and

would not follow the guidelines.'

at Catholics for a Free Choice at

reactions from the U.S. media;

He is a member of President

202-0638-1706.

The special issue of AIDS -

theologians; bishops; and Dignity,

·

Reagan's AIDS Commission.
In a possible victory for

the national organization for Gay

O'Conner and other conservatives,

Catholics and their supporters.
The newsjoumal also looks

the usee announced that all 300

at the so-called "Trojan Wars," the

bishops will review the AIDS pol

bishop's debate on the issue of

icy at their June meeting in Col

condoms. The debate was sparked

legeville, Minnesota.

by the usee document's qualified

believe the meeting may produce

Observers

approval of mentioning the use of

an even more conservative AIDS

condoms among the various AIDS

policy statement.

. preventive methods in sex educa

Over the past year, Gay men

tion classes. The document spurred

and women and their supporters

the first public rift among the bish

have

ops on sexuality in two decades-

Patrick's Cathedral in New York

since the controversy about the

gathered monthly at St.·

City to protest the anti-homosexual

Pnoo .

press time, debate on the issues was

homosexuality and to delete refer

delegates who will attend the con-

Jezte.

tian teaching will be presented. At

At issue are three tenets of the

scheduled for the first week in

church's teaching:

March.

The church's Social Principles

Church insiders are indicating

say that "homosexual persons no

that the majority of the delegates

less than heterosexual persons are
individuals of sacred worth and are

favor keepirt'g the current church
laws intact.

entitled �\O· have their human and
civil rights ensured, though we do

Last year, forty-eight pastors
signed the controversial "Houston

not condone the practice of homosexuality and consider this practice

The Book of Discipline pro-

York archdiocese.

Apparently several recommen

treats homosexuals" will be the
most important issue facing the 996

•

policy of the Vatican and the New

tance of homosexuality."
dations to lift prohibitions on

·

1968 encyclical on use of"artificial
birth control," some observers say.

The Book of Discipline also

delegates said the "emotional and
divisive issue of how the church

:

bishops have

agency from funding any activity

According to The Commercial

ing.'�

Catholic

that would "promote the accep-

Appeal, about 71.8 percent of the

i�compa_tible with �hristian teach-

Washington, D.C. - "U.S.
Roman

prohibits any church board or

denomination. Delegates are gathering in St. Louis through May 6:

•

Bishops Address AIDS and Ignore Gay Issue

Declaration," a public statement
which opposed ordination or ap
·

point:ment of practicing homosexuals.

...These are all emotions that make us human. These are
the same emotions that made Jesus Christ a human
while here on Earth. At Agape New Life Church we are
not afraid of being human, but rather take pride in that
and hope that by being human we can be better Chris-'
tians.

Agape New Life Church
(901) 327-4145
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Hospital Etiquette
gossip, observations, and jokes.

by Becky Caperton, MS
With so many of us having to
make more visits to the hospital to
ee friends suffering from AIDS

It's hard enough for a person to
recover without having to work at
entertaining you.

5.

and AIDS-related illnesses, it can
create some discomfort for us.
How should we act? What should

crying tears of joy.

we do?

What should we not do?

attitude by a visitor has a positive

Except for the happy event of

effect. The best visitors to a hospi

childbirth, people are seldom in a

A positive

tal room offer support, optimism,

hospital by choice. Being hospital

and attention. Laughter and light

ized can be a disorienting, stressful

ness are of value in the healing

and exhausting experience. If you

process.

6.

are planning to visit a friend in the
hospital, here are some suggestions

at what you might see. They are
self-conscious about their appear

together, and for alleviating both

ance and frightened by their help

you friend's as well as your own

lessness. Negative gestures, words

uneasiness that such a situation can

or sounds-notably the swift in

cause.

take of breath....:.a
...c n upset them.

1. Before you visit, call first.

.Don't offer false compliments.

Find out when the patient feels like

Anyone who has spent more than a

having company. Take something:

few nights in a hospital bed will be

magazines, newspapers,

suspicious of a gratuitous compli

books,

note pads, envelopes, pens, or pen

7.

dures the person is undergoing.
Patients need to have faith in their

going into the hospital for surgery

doctors.

some distraction.

If the patient

wants to talk of the coming event,
listen.

3. Be useful. Hospital rooms
are usually cramped spaces that get
littered and messy. Announce your
intention to do a little housekeep
ing and don't stop unless the pa
tient is really dismayed by your

8.

•

WKRB

t

tales of your own or anyone else's
progress from similar surgical pro-

. _

·,

..

· -

.

Door Open at 5:00
Showtime 7:00

$3 Admission

cedures, illnesses, or treatments.
No two illnesses are alike, and no
two people heal the same way.

'

9. Show your affection. If the

;

patient is upset or depressed, touch
can

be reassuring.

person's hand.

Hold the

.

Money from this
performance will
benefit PWA's in our
community.

·'

.

Sit close and en

courage him/her to talk about their
feelings.

This may be the most

pillows; bring fresh drinking water

share with your loved one.

or ice; stack magazines, cards and

[Becky Caperton is a profes

newspapers; offer to take notes,

sional counselor in practice with

make lists or phone calls. Water

theHuttPsychologicalGroup. Got

plants or pick out the dead blooms

a question? Write to Becky, c/o

and leaves and throw them away.

Gaze, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis,

about conversation.

Sunday, May 22 .

Don't offer comparative

wonderful gift you can give and

Be somewhat aggressive

••

Your observations may

efforts. Some things to do: Puff up

4.

.
·

confuse and alarm them.

or tests, consider visiting the night
before the procedure. People are
usually anxious and could use

•

Even if you are an expert,

sundae, a bag full of favorite foods,
If a friend or relative is

-

a

don't criticize any medical proce

or that week's TV listings.

2.

presents

ment.

Think about taking hard

candy, chocolate, an ice cream

APHRODITE

Don't be surprised or upset

for making the best out of your time

cils.
·

Be careful of your reac

tions. Try not to cry unless you are

TN 38173-0038.]

Bring news,

TN ACLU Opens Gay Violence Hotline
The Tennessee chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) has announced the opening of a hotline to which Gay men
and women can report incidents of harassment and discrimination.
The hotlinc will accept calls in the areas of AIDS related issues,
employment, community-police relations, health care, housing,
and insurance.
According to organizers the hotline's objectives are to document
incidents of harassment and discrimination against Gay men and
women; to provide information and referral to callers; and to
prepare a report, including policy, legislative, and educational
recommendations, for dissemination to the press, elected/ap
pointed officials, and other interested persons.
The number to call is

(615) 256-7028.

Trixie Slings A Drink
Trixie Thunderpussy,

whose

tips to ATEAC have surpassed

called

alternatively

"Trixie's

Thunder Juice" or "Trixie's Love

those of any other single per

Portion, Number 69." While she

former, has taken on new duties at

won't reveal the "secret" ingredi

May 3, Trixie

ents, we do know, the base js Ma

will be tending bar on Tueday eve

tilda Bay cooler and it is served in

J-Wag's. Starting
nings.

To inaugurate her new duties,
she will be serving a new drink

a frosted glass. It sells for $1.25 and
Trixie promises it's " a drink you

will not soon forget."

Trixie Thunderpussy

T.N.T.

Ge

(Dynamite Couples) To

gether-N-Tennessee.Prefer: Seeking

RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS: Per
sonal, non-commercial ads FREE..

outgoing energetic couples, the elite

Limit of 30 words (including ad�

club for males & females, couples

dress or phone number) and a

only. New friends, good tim�. social

$2.00charge for the useof ourP.O.

parties, picnics, day trips, and more.

Box. Please specify if you wnat to

Join now for more. Contact: T.N.T.,

use our P.O. Box. Commercial ads

PO Box 436, Portland, TN 37148.

minimum. Phone numbers and zip

GWM, 40, BR/BL, 5'10", 150#, at
tractive, physically very fit Seeks

charge for the use of our P.O. Box.

friend/relationship with non-smok

Deadline for ads is the 15th of each

ing male who is into movies, classi

month. Send to Gaze, Box 3038,

cal music, working out, traveling,

Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

could provide university education.

.

Julia

Frank
Ms. DaPonte

versity,_MS 38677.

GWM, 27, 6'1", 165#,brown hair,

--------

Dallas

Lamar

Leon

GWM, 31, 5'1J", 185#, BR/BL,

non-smoker. Reply with picture if

kind, ·considerate. Seeking pre-op

Fred

possible to Dept. 12-KR, Box

male

Shelley

3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

Escape to Sewanee Mountain. Bed

female

transsexual

on

hormones. Send picture,phone.Love

reservations (615) 598-5912.

Leslie

Memphis,TN 38175-1151.

David G.

Seeking to meet new friends. Good

green eyes, 6'2", 175#, attractive,

looking and straight acting. Mike

seeks GWM 21-30 for possible re

(615) 690-8140.

plys answered. Boxholder 1,P. O.

Former youth . worker/ counselor

Box 6616, Sherwood, AR 72116.

wants pen pals, friendships, relation

hair blue eyes,loving,caring. JeffP O
Box 1197, Flint Ml 48501, (313)

with photo to R. Wright,1717Len

659-6446.

Hettie
Sofonda

Ricky
George

Terry

Melina

Dewey
Bibbit

Tony

Brian

David B.

under 25. Me 5'11", 178#, Brown

with.Must be able to travel. Reply

Sharlta

Chris

_ships with slender, teen-looking guys
caring individual to share work/life

Serena

Dan

GWM, 33, 6'3";Blonde with mous. tache and swimmer's build, 180#.

Attractive GWM, 28, seeks warm/

Holly

Jerry

Little Rock GWM, 21, brown/

lationship. No games, all photo re

Summer

carefully. Stanley, PO Box 751151,
and Breakfast in our Log Home,for

Darron

Jackie

GWM 20-30, no drugs, fats, ferns,

to

•s

Thanks to all of -you for making
our first month downtown
a successful one.

Write if interested to: Box 4680,Uni
blue eyes,hairy chest.Looking for

g

On The River

at the rate of $.20 per word, $3.00
codes are f ree. $2.00 additional

r

nox Way, Bowling Green, KY
42101.

on the river

MEMPHIS
ORGANIZATIONS
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): Box 40389, Memphis
38174-0389- 762-8401.

Agape New Life Church: Wor
ship Sundays at 11:00 AM and

Wednesdays at 7:30 PM - 3274145.

Black & White Men Together:
Box 41773,Memphis 38174 - 272-

grams. 241 N.

Cleveland (above

Mon.

6:00-7:00 PM, WEVL, FM

United Paint Store), Memphis -

90 - Box 41773, Memphis 38174.

276-7379.

Gaze: monthly newspaper, pub

Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box

lished by the Memphis Gay Coali

41822, Memphis 38174-1822.

tion - Box 3038, Memphis 38173-

Northeast Mental Health Cen
ter: 382-3880.

LEGAL SER VICES

0038 - 454-1411.

Susan Mackenzie,. Attorney At

The Personals: Gay Computer

Law: 707 Adams Ave., Memphis

Memphis 38104.

Bulletin Board - 300 or 1200 baud

38105 - 525-8601.

Parents & Friends of Lesbians

- 274-6713.

N ational
Women

Organization
(NOW):

Box

for

40982,

And Gays (P-FLAG): P.O. Box

RESTAURANTS & BARS

172031, Memphis 38187-2031 -

HELPLINES
Another Bar: 1351 Autumn- 272-

761-1444.

3705, 278-7092, or 726-1461.

Phoenix (Gay AA): 272-9549 or

Gay Athletic Association: Bowl�
ing, volleyball, camping, and

276-7379 or 454-1414.

Gay Switchboard: 324-GAYS.

The AparUnent: 343 Madison -

Tsarus: Box 41082, Memphis

LINC: 725-8895.

525-9491.·

more.Box 22914,Memphis 38122

- 744-0575.

Gay Women's Social Group:
324-6949 or 377-7312

Memphis Center for Reproduc
tive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave,
Memphis 38104 - 274-3550.
Memphis Gay Coalition: Box
3038, Memphis 38173-0038 - 324GAYS.

Memphis Lambda Center: Meet
ing place for 12-step recovery pro-

38174-1082.

Wings:

Box

Narcotics
41784, Memphis

of

Anonymous:

276-

LIVE.

Rape Crisis: 528-2161.

38174-1784.

Women

AIDS Switchboard: 458-AIDS.

Leather:

181

Willett, Memphis 38104 -

N.

726-

Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
274-7477.

5263

0903.

Backstreet: 94 N. Avalon (Down
stairs) - 725-1530.

Barbara's: 1474 Madison - 2721104.

GDI on the River: 287 S. Front
Street - 526-1038.

MEDIA

COUNSELING SERVICES

J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 725-

AIDS Update: newspaper, quar

Becky Caperton, MS - Counsel

The Pipeline: 1382 Poplar - 725-.

terly, published by the Aid to End
AIDS Committee - 458-AIDS.

Gay AJternative: radio program,

1909.

ing -767-3971.

9877.

Carole Taylor, MS- Counseling -

Ray's Rockhouse: 338 S. Front -

458-7098.

525-1680

WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madi

son - 278-9321.

MISCELLANEOUS
Airport Adult Theatre: 2214
Brooks Rd E.- 345-0657.

The Book Mart: 852 S. Cooper 278-954.6.

Cherokee Adult

Book Store:

2947 Lamar - 744-7494.

Fantasy World: 1814 Winchester
- 346-2086.

Getwell

Book

Mart:

1275

Getwell - 454-7765.

Getwell Adult Book Store: 1617
Getwell - 745-9054.

Men of Leather: 1266 Madison722�8963.

Paris Adult Entertainment Cen
ter: 2432 Summer - 323-2665.
Star Search \'ideo: 1264 Madison
- 272-STAR.

Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S.- 682-3326 &
1803 Union - 726-1622.

The Memphis Gay Coalition

WITH JOYCE COBB

·

MEMPHIS SHOWBOAT����
(Foot_ of Monroe at Riverside)
·Saturday, June 25
Board 8:30 PM

-

Sail 9:00

-

Midnight

Tickets are available a� Star Search Video, 1264 Madison, Memphis,TN (Visa,
Master Card, and Amencan Express accepted) or by mail. Send $15 money order
for each ticket (no cash or check_s _nleaseJ to MGC, P.O. Box 3038, MemP.hiS, TN
l
made _payable to MGC-River Ride. Tickets
38173-0038. Money orders shorncfbe
are non-refundable.
*MGC members may obtain a $3 discount on one ticket if purchased from an MGC
.
Board member.
'

tickets@ $15 each for this year's River Ride. I have enclosed a $
Please mclll
nioney order (No personal checks, please). Orders received after June 10 will not be
maileo.
Please include tele hone number, if ordering-late. Paid tickets will be held for pickup
and confirmed by elephone.

E

Name
Address
City /State
Telephone

·

Zip

_

-

/ ·

.

:

.Master Card

Credit Card *
Expires
Signature

"

Mail to

Payment Enclosed

MGC River Ride
Box 3038
Memphis, TN 38173-0038
'

-

Visa

-

Amex

